GET STAMPED
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INTERNATIONAL

TRAVELLERS

WE

know the stamps in our passports are
hard won. Though there are a lucky few
whose passports ensure relatively hassle
free travel, most nationalities have to
suffer through the tedious process of
acquiring visas.
Filling out forms, producing letters
of invitation, paying often exorbitant
amounts just to apply, waiting in line
at embassies and fulfilling medical
requirements – the bureaucratic hoops
that need to be jumped through for
some countries is virtually unbelievable.
It is a good thing that the thrill of
experiencing new places far outweighs
the trouble it takes to get there.
to russia with love

The largest country in the world with
a fascinating history, Russia should be
inundated with tourists. The reality
is that the visa process required for
entering the country is difficult.
From confusing forms to a formal
letter of invitation written by a Russian
citizen – there is a lot of paperwork to
trudge through. Mistakes will be spotted
immediately, so write your name in
block letters and make sure to use the
approved ink colour.
Unfortunately, the stress does not end
there. You are given a migration form
to fill when entering the country, which
should be kept with your passport at all
times.
Russian tourism policy also requires
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new arrivals to register in each place
where they will be spending seven or
more days.
British journalist Chloe Cann says:
“The process of registering every few
days is somewhat terrifying as there
don’t seem to be any official guidelines
on whether you actually have to register
at every new city you get to or not. But
everyone’s terrified of the police, and as
a traveller there you hear a lot of horror
stories, so we decided to do it.”
adventuring in angola

Visiting Angola is an adventure in
itself. You will need a notarised letter of
invitation written in Portuguese from
an Angolan citizen, proof of travel plans
(non-refundable tickets, hotel bookings,
etc.) and a yellow fever vaccinationeven if you are from a country where it
is not a real risk.
Paperwork is not the only concern
- emptying your bank account is a
legitimate fear. According to a study
conducted by the Economist, just
buying a melon at the local supermarket
could cost you up to $100.
Paulo Barcia, a Portuguese traveller,
says, “It is very difficult to get a visa
even if it is a tourist one. If you want a
working visa it is even more difficult and
very expensive. You have very expensive
agencies that allow you to go to Angola
for luxury tourism and that cost between
€7000 and €8000 euros. They usually say
that one of the governors wants to meet
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you and that the agency has contacts with
this governor.”
Another odd fact? Before 2012, it was
illegal to take Angolan currency out of the
country. Fortunately, these days you can
take as much as 50,000 kwanza with you
when you leave.
sojourn in saudi

Saudi Arabia has a variety of visas, none
of which are easy to acquire, especially
if you are a woman. In general, all
applications require sponsorship from
a citizen of Saudi, an organization or a
company based there.
The country is governed by religious
law which includes strict restrictions
against immorality and homosexuality.
If you have any explicit materials risqué movies, songs, books, etc. - leave
them behind before you disembark onto
Saudi soil.
Women cannot travel there without
the permission of their spouse or
guardian. They must be accompanied
by a husband or a male relative.
Single women and unmarried couples
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find it virtually impossible to enter the
country unless they are part of a larger
group. Even then, it remains a challenge.
British journalist Alicia de Haldevang
travelled to Riyadh in 2010 to visit her
father: “Everything (visa application)
had to be in capital letters and stated
exactly as it was in my passport. I also
had to fill in a form about my dad living
in Riyadh, our relationship - as if fatherdaughter wasn’t enough - how long I
would be there for, where I would stay
and what religion I was.”
She says: “On the form, it doesn’t give
you options to choose which religion, it
just says ‘Muslim or Non-Muslim’. I have
a friend who used to try go to Saudi for
work, but as a single white girl her visa
was constantly rejected.”
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searching for shangri-la

James Hilton’s Shangri-La portrayed
Tibet as a mystery and made the world
determined to unlock the secrets of the
Land of Snows. Today, visiting Tibet is
just as difficult, if not more so than in
Hilton’s day.
Before, the remote locations and
harsh trek into the lands beyond the
Himalayas were the deterrent. Now, the
rigid regulations surrounding Chinese
occupied Tibet are the principal issue.
Closed to foreign visitors for many
years, permits were once again issued
in July 2011, allowing people to explore
the former Buddhist kingdom. Initially,
only groups of people of the same
nationality were given visas. As of 2013,
travellers will be allowed to visit solo.
For Rohan Gupta, an Indian tourist,
visiting Tibet has been a lifelong
dream. He reveals: “As an Indian, you
have to say you are visiting KailashManasarovar in order to be allowed
into Tibet.” The Kailash-Manasarovar
yatra is a pilgrimage that is sacred to

both Hindus and Buddhists. Every year
adherents to both faiths try to visit the
holy sites.
Gupta says: “There are only two
routes you are allowed to take. Either
you drive in from Nepal or fly to Lhasa.
The moment you reach Tibet, your
guide (provided by the Tibetan Tourism
Bureau) meets you at the airport and
takes your passports. You won’t get
them back until you leave. Each town
or village has a check post outside it, so
when you enter they note it down and
when you leave they note it down.”
It is also worth knowing that travelling
within the country is closely monitored.
Tourists must not attempt to hitchhike.
Tibetans who pick up an unauthorised
passenger could be arrested or fined for
their good deed.
weird and wacky

Before Mexico’s visa forms were
revamped in 2009-2010, visitors were
required to describe their facial hair in
detail. The unusual question applied to
both male and female visitors.
Visitors from certain countries are
required to produce chest X-rays before
being allowed to enter the United
Kingdom. Heathrow airport has its
own X-ray machien for those who have
neglected to bring one.
Until 2013, Cuban citizens had to
apply for an ‘exit visa’ in order to leave
the country.
Canada used to offer women the
option of entering the country under
an ‘exotic dancer’ or ‘stripper’ visa.
This option was removed after protests
stating women were not sufficiently
protected once they arrived. As proof
of profession, applicants had to provide
pictures and videos of their ‘work’.
// Anjali Alappat
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